
Connection Between IMPOSTORS and Rumours of Devil Worship in Kenya 

For many years, there has been rumours circulating in Kenya about presence of “Satanic 

Cults”, where people allegedly worship the Devil, and are paid to do so. Where did those 

rumours come from? 


There was a time when it was common to hear people in Kenya say, “So-and-so have 

become so rich, after joining “satanic”/“masonic” church…” I guess the reason that was 

said, was that, only people known as extremely evil, greedy etc. were becoming rich from 

UNKNOWN SOURCES.


I never believed those stories. But now I have discovered that, Kenyans talking about 

these strange happenings in the country, were onto something very BIG.


The rumour about “DEVIL WORSHIP” had become so common that, even some 

musicians sang about it. Although it may not be “devil worship” in the literal sense, recent 

happenings in Kenya have proved that people who talked about that phenomenon were 

onto something very BIG.


Reason for the Rumour 

There are many Kenyans who know someone who has become very rich mysteriously. 

These people who have become rich mysteriously, claim to have made money through 

legitimate means, but when you look at the stories they give about how they became 

extraordinarily rich, these stories never add up.




They even lie to their relatives about how they became rich.


I recall a discussion I saw online of one Kenyan explaining how his relative became rich 

through doing a certain business.


Another Kenyan took a calculator and did the math. He concluded that, if the 

businessman engaged in that business as explained by his relative, he would have made 

only 10% of what he was supposedly making per month.


The relative did not dispute the figures. How, then, was his businessman-relative getting 

rich?


Interestingly, all these Kenyans who have become filthy rich from inexplicable sources, all 

happen to have been known as very evil people - by people who knew them well - before 

they became rich.


I believe that is how the rumour about devil worship came about. That, only people known 

to be very evil/greedy were getting very rich from unknown sources.


Let me refer to these tycoons as SHADOWY-TYCOONS. 


Since these cases are quite many in Kenya, the pattern became clear to many people - 

that there seemed to be a connection between becoming very rich from inexplicable 

sources and being a very evil person.




Hence the rise of the Lucifer-Worshipping “churches” rumours.


IMPOSTORS 

I have since discovered that, it is the foreign-born SPY-IMPOSTORS who were imported 

to Kenya by the Most Powerful Spy Agency in the World, who are responsible for making 

these SHADOWY-TYCOONS extremely rich.


NOTE: The Spy Agency imported about 5,000 of their citizens to Kenya secretly. These 

IMPOSTORS have Kenyan names, and speak Kenyan languages.


The major reason why a Spy Agency that wants to conquer another country would 

promote businesses of extremely evil characters is that, once Kenyans start viewing it as 

“normal” for businesses to rise from nowhere, then the IMPOSTORS’ businesses would 

also rise from nowhere…




The Spy Agency couldn’t do this with good, normal business-people. If a law-abiding 

businessman, who makes sales of Sh100K a month, suddenly got tender to make 

Sh100MILLION a month, he would start digging to find whether it was legit.


An honest businessman may even contact people in authority to check whether the offer 

is genuine. 


IMPOSTORS can’t take that chance. That’s why they prefer crooks.


According to the IMPOSTORS, if you are the kind of person who can do anything for 

money - including killing another person - then you are a good person.




And since these 5,000 IMPOSTORS are spread around the country, they would get to 

know about who is the most evil/greedy person in a certain town/division/county. They 

would then lift this person financially, without the person realising that it is a foreign spy 

agency boosting his income.


EXAMPLE: You could be owning a matatu. Or you could be a matatu driver/conductor.


A boy pays sh99 and doesn’t have sh1 to pay full fare of sh100.


You take his sh99 and kick him off the matatu, several kilometres from his destination, 

minus his shirt, which you keep to “compensate for the sh1”.


That story would spread in the village/town. Eventually, it would reach the IMPOSTOR 

based in that area.


The IMPOSTOR would start investigating you. He would eventually discover that, you are 

known as the most cruel, inhumane and greedy person in the village/town.


He would pass the report about you to his bosses.


They would then decide to make you a tycoon. You would believe it is “god” who is 

favouring you.


People who know you would be wondering: “How is that possible? Why is it that it is only 

the extremely evil people who are getting favoured financially?”




They would believe you must have joined a Satanic Cult that pays its followers a lot of 

money.


There are many ways the Spy Agency can boost your business without you knowing. Eg. 

If you are a driver, they could buy a bus, and promise you double salary if you agree to 

work for the SPY-IMPOSTOR owners (who, of course, have Kenyan names and speak 

Kenyan languages).


If the bus makes Sh20,000 a day, they could tell you, all they want, is for you to be taking 

to them 10K a day…


You would think that, maybe the owners think the bus makes 11K per day. You would 

believe they are fools…


You would jump from making sh1K a day, to 12K a day. And that would just be the 

beginning.


How Do The IMPOSTORS Gain? 

Even if a person was known as very evil, and disliked by people, once he becomes 

extremely rich, the IMPOSTORS embedded into him will encourage him to have a 

philanthropist side.


He will start funding certain charitable causes, funding certain poor people…eventually, 

he will become a very respected member of the community.




If an IMPOSTOR who is close to him wants to contest for a certain political seat, the 

SHADOWY-TYCOON will be his supporter number 1.


Using these tactics, several IMPOSTORS have managed to become MPs/MCAs/Senators 

etc.


NOTE: Through these SHADOWY-TYCOONS, they have also been able to infiltrate 

Prosecution department, Judiciary and other important agencies in Kenya.




Conclusion 

The rumour about Devil Worship in Kenya is caused by a very complex issue. It is directly 

related to the presence of the Underground Criminal Parallel Government in Kenya.


It also has positive correlation with high rate of corruption in the country.


If the foreign-born IMPOSTORS were never sent to Kenya, the rumour about Devil 

Worship in the country wouldn’t have happened.
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